I Gk(x)dp(x) = I Hk(x)dp(x) = j Jk(x)dn(x) = k + 1.
It follows that
(1) J Mn(x)dß(x) én+1, and that (2) f "Mn(x)du(x) ^ i^"1
Since any polynomial is a linear combination of orthogonal polynomials, the problem may be generalized by replacing polynomials on an interval with linear combinations of a given orthogonal set on a measure space. The solution seems to require rather detailed knowl-edge of the orthogonal set in question. There is a class of orthogonal systems, however, the characters of second countable compact abelian groups, which have sufficiently nice properties that general results can be found. For these systems, the analogue of (1) will be proved and conditions under which equality holds will be given. It will also be shown that (2) fails in general.
2. Definitions. X will denote a second countable compact abelian group, p its Haar measure, and 1ïr= [tpj]"^ its character group,2 with *•(*)« 1.
n« will be the class of all functions / defined on X with the following three properties.
(a) f(x) = 53". o afpj(x), a¡ complex.
(b) /(*) ^0,xEX.
(c) fxf(x)dp(x) = 1.
Define Mn(x) = supf(x) for fEHn- Next, it is possible to compute Mn as a supremum over a smaller class of functions. Let E,' (x) be the subset of n" consisting of those functions which take their maximum value at x. Define Ml (x) = sup f(x) where / runs over Hi (x). Just as for Mn(x), Ml (x) = Ml independent of x.
We assert that Ml = Mn. Obviously Ml ^ M". The reverse inequality can be seen as follows. Given e>0, there exists fETin and a point xiEX such that/(xi) > Mn -e. If / assumes its maximum value at x2, fxr-x^Xi) íef(xi) > Mn -e. Taking supremum over /£nn'(xi), Ml (xi) >Mn -e for every e > 0. Hence, Ml = Ml (xi) è Mn.
Now we establish the analogue of (1) which, since Mn(x) is constant, reduces to Mnún-\-\.
It will be somewhat more convenient to write this inequality as ikf"-i = «.
Let xo be any point in X. If /£n"'_i(xo),
Since for any character \p, |^(x)| =1, P(xo) á n I f(x)dp(x) ^ n(maxf(x)) I f(x)dp(x) = nf(x0).
J x J x
St is second countable and discrete, hence countable. See [3] , Chapter V.
Therefore/(xo) ^m, and taking the supremum over /Enn'_i(xo),
Mn-i = n.
We ask now whether equality can hold in (4) . A necessary condition is equality in (3). This will be the case only if there exists a constant X independent of j such that a}-= \[ipj(xo)]~. If there is such a constant, then
where Dn(y, x) is the Dirichlet kernel associated with the orthonormal set {\pj)"=0. Actually X = l since
. Since /(jc)=0 and x0 was arbitrary, a necessary condition for equality in (4) is that Dn(x, y) =0 for all pairs (x, y).
Here we quote a theorem of the author [4] . Let {\pj}jLo be an orthonormal set in L2(X, li), ipo(x) = 1, and u(X) = 1. Suppose Dn(x, y) = 0 for « = «i<»2<»3<
• ■ • • Then there exists a sequence {Pk}k-i of partitions of X with the following properties. Pk divides X into nk subsets of positive measure. Pk+i is a refinement of Pk. The functions {^•jjuo1 are sleP functions relative to Pk, i.e. they are constant on each of the subsets of X induced by Pk. (For brevity, S(Pk) will denote the space of complex-valued step functions relative to Pk.)
Assume now that equality holds in (4) for a sequence of indices l=ni<ni<n3< ■ ■ ■ . Let ^rk = {^Vjjüö1-Then ¥* must be a subgroup of the character group ^. For Dnk(x, y) ^0, so by the above theorem there exists a partition Pk such that ^kQS(Pk) and the dimension of S(Pk) is nk. Since ^ has nk elements, tyk is an orthonormal basis of S(Pk). Suppose xpjQSPk. Then ips is orthogonal to ^* which shows that \pj$S(Pk). Thus ^k=^r\S(Pk).
Products and inverses of elements of ^k are obviously in S(Pk), hence in ^k. Therefore, our assumptions imply the existence of a sequence of subgroups SFiOhO^aC ■••,¥* of order nk, such that ^ = U^j Vk.
Hence, ^ is a torsion group and consequently X must be totally disconnected (Pontrjagin Since DHk(xo, x)£nni_i it follows that JliBl-i^»t. Hence, by (4),
We summarize these results in the following theorem.
Theorem. Let X be a second countable compact abelian group and '&= {tpj}™B0 its character group, ^0(x) = l. Then for «¡Si, Mn-iûn. The preceding theorem asserts the existence of a positive constant p, independent of the group and the method of enumeration of its characters, such that AIn-ièpn (namely, p = l). One may ask whether, similarly, there exists a positive constant q such that (5) Mn-i è qn.
This would provide an analogue for (2). We shall show first that there are groups for which certain orderings of the characters admit such a q while other orderings do not. An example is the circle group. Let l=^o(x), "/'i(x), tp2(x), ■ • • be an enumeration of its characters and define Sn= [tpj(x) }"_0. The usual ordering is the symmetric one in which S2n = \eiTX}?=_", S2n+i = {e<ri}?íl". In this case it follows from (6), which is proved below, that M2n = M2n+i = n-\r\. Therefore, (5) is satisfied with q=2.
On the other hand, an asymmetric ordering may not admit any such q. For, to construct real-valued functions, it is necessary to have exponentials together with their conjugates. Each character eiTXESn for which e_iri£5"is "wasted" in this respect. Consider, for example, the enumeration given by Sn = {eirx} "JI\ where {vn} is a nondecreasing sequence of positive integers tending to infinity, vn<\n. Then by the result quoted above, M" = v"-r-l. If v" = o(n), there is no constant q satisfying (5) . Now let Xk be the ^-dimensional torus, k^l. Number the characters by expanding cubes, i.e. so that SWi)»_i = {e«'i»i+-••+'*) | -núviú n;j = 1, 2, • • • , k).
We shall show that even if the character groups of the tori are enumerated in this standard way, there is no positive constant q satisfying (5) simultaneously for all the tori. To do this, it will be enough to prove that (6) M (2"+i)*-i = (n + l)k.
Once (6) We are indebted to Dr. Louis Brickman for pointing out that (6) was obtained by Fejér for k = l. Fejér's method extends immediately to higher dimensions. We present the extension here because of its brevity and simplicity. It is based on the following mechanical quadrature formula. If The proof is simply a matter of substituting (7) into the right side of (8) 
